Abstract-This paper introduces a convenient strategy for coding and predicting sequences of independent, identically distributed random variables generated from a large alphabet of size m. In particular, the size of the sample is allowed to be variable. The employment of a Poisson model and tilting method simplifies the implementation and analysis through independence. The resulting strategy is optimal within the class of distributions satisfying a moment condition, and it is close to optimal for the class of all i.i.d distributions on strings of a given length. The method also can be used to code and predict strings with a condition on the tail of the ordered counts, and it can be applied to distributions in an envelope class. Moreover, we show that our model permits exact computation of the minimax optimal code, for all alphabet sizes, when conditioning on the size of the sample.
I. INTRODUCTION
L ARGE alphabet compression and prediction problems concern understanding the probabilistic scheme of a huge number of possible outcomes. In many cases the ordered probability of individual outcomes displays a quickly falling shape, with a small number of outcomes happening most often. An example is Chinese character. A dictionary [1] containing 85568 Chinese characters in total [2] only has a few thousand that are frequently used. Here we consider an i.i.d model for this problem. Despite the possible dependence among the symbols in an alphabet like in language, it serves as a start and can be extended to models that consider dependent relationships. Some efforts to investigate alphabets with symbols having dependency with each other are included in [3] .
Most source codes assume that the length of the source text is known (to the encoder and decoder) or assume that the first step in encoding is to describe the source length. Here we will work with a model that has a distribution for the source length N and show that it has desirable properties of computation and analysis both when conditioned on N=n and unconditionally. The reason is that with a suitable (Poisson) distribution for N, the counts that were dependent conditionally become independent unconditionally. Here a suitable universal distribution for independent counts is derived with a simple exact expression. The use of independent counts permits demonstration of near optimal properties for large alphabet settings. Meanwhile, with conditioning on the sample size, our model is shown to exactly match the Shtarkov conditionally minimax optimal distribution for all alphabet sizes and to provide a computationally feasible means to exactly compute the Shtarkov conditionals required for optimal coding.
Suppose a string of random variables X = (X 1 , . . . , X N ) is generated independently from a discrete alphabet A of size m. We allow the string length N to be variable. Thus X is a member of the set X * of all finite length strings
Our goal is to code/predict the string X . Note that the length N is determined by the string. Our model for the data will incorporate a distribution of N, though we will also examine the case it is conditioned on a specific value. Now suppose given N, each random variable X i is generated independently according to a probability mass function in a parametric family P = {P θ (x) : θ ∈ ⊂ R m } on A. Thus
for n = 1, 2, . . . Of particular interest is the class of all distributions with P θ ( j ) = θ j parameterized by the simplex = {θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ m ) :
As is familiar in universal coding, the normalized maximum likelihood (NML) distribution defined as Q * nml (X|N = n) = max θ∈ P θ (X |N = n)/C * m,n provides the unique pointwise minimax strategy when the value C * m,n = X max θ∈ P θ (X |N = n) is finite, and log C * m,n is the minimax regret. Coding and prediction of sequences of random variables usually involves computing conditionals of X i+1 |X 1 , . . . , X i as consecutive ratios of its marginals [4] , [5] . This task is generally hard since the marginalization requires a sum of order m n , which appears to take exponential time in n. A linear time algorithm (in n) for computing the NML is proposed in [6] , but it is not practically useful when the alphabet size m is large. Bayes-like 0018-9448 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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representation of NML has been found which makes possible an easy computation of NML, but only moderate size m is computationally feasible at this point [7] . Alternatively, one can use the Krichevsky-Trofimov's method [8] , which is the mixture with respect to the Diri chlet (1/2, . . . , 1/2) prior, to approximate the NML distribution. It has been shown that the Krichevsky-Trofimov probability assignment achieves regret which matches the asymptotic minimax value (to within o(1)) when θ lies in the interior of the parameter space and has a higher regret (by a O(m) term) for boundary points [5] . As a reviewer points out, examination of Equation (2.3) in [8] shows that the regret matches ((m − 1)/2) log(n/m) to within a O(m) error when m = o(n). For m log n, we aim to do much better, with regret that differs from the conditional optimum by not more than (1/2) log n. The distribution on the counts induced by the Diri chlet (1/2, . . . , 1/2) has the right behavior when the counts are large. But when many of the counts are small, as is the case when m is of order n or larger, we target a better level of performance, matching that of the NML distribution, but with a computationally feasible distributional set-up. We accomplish these aims by applying two tools: one is the factorization of the coding distribution of the string into a product of the distribution of the counts and the string given the counts. The distribution of the latter is uniform in accordance with the sufficiency of the counts. The other is a tilted Stirling ratio distribution which we introduce here. It simplifies the encoding of the counts as discussed later, it has suitable regret properties, and it agrees with the minimax optimal NML conditionally.
Let 
(X) = P(X |N ) P θ (N ).
The first factor of the two equations is the uniform distribution on the set of strings with given counts, which does not depend on θ . The vector of counts N forms a sufficient statistic for θ . Modeling the distribution of the counts is essential for forming codes and predictions. In the particular case of all i.i.d. distributions parameterized by the simplex, the distribution P θ (N |N = n) is the multi nomi al(n, θ) distribution.
In the above, there is a need for a distribution of the total count N. Of particular interest is the case that the total count is taken to be Poi sson, because then the resulting distribution of individual counts makes them independent [9] . Accordingly, we give particular attention to the target family
It makes the total count N ∼ Poi sson(λ sum ) with λ sum = m j =1 λ j and yields the multi nomi al(n, θ) distribution by conditioning on N = n, where θ j = λ j /λ sum . And the induced distribution on X is
The task of coding a string is equivalent to providing a probabilistic scheme. A coder Q for the string could also be a (sub)probability distribution on X * which assigns a probability Q(X ) to each string X and produces a binary string of length log 1/Q(X) (we do not worry about the integer constraint). Ideally the true probability distribution P λ (X ) could be used if λ were known, as it produces no extra bits for coding purpose. The regret induced by using Q instead of P λ is
where log is logarithm base 2. Likewise, the expected regret is
.
In universal coding the expected regret is also called the redundancy.
Here we can construct Q by choosing a probability distribution for the counts and then use the uniform distribution for the distribution of strings given the counts, written as P uni f . That is
Then the regret becomes the log ratio of the counts probability
And the redundancy becomes
In the pointwise regret story, the set of codelengths log(1/P λ (X )) provides a standard with which our coder is to be compared. Given the family P m , consider the best candidate with hindsight Pλ(X ), which achieves the maximum value, Pλ(X ) = max λ∈ (P λ (X )) (corresponding to min λ∈ log(1/P λ (X ))), whereλ is the maximum likelihood estimator of λ, and compare it to our strategy Q(X ). The maximization is equivalent to maximizing λ for the count probability, as the uniform distribution does not depend on λ, i.e.
Moreover, the maximum likelihood estimate isλ = N . Then the problem becomes: given the family P m , how to choose Q to minimize the maximized regret
or the redundancy,
For the regret, the maximum can be restricted to a set of counts instead of the whole space N m . A traditional choice being
. . , m} associated with a given sample size n, in which case the minimax regret is
The normalized maximum likelihood distribution
provides the unique pointwise minimax strategy for coding and predicting the counts given C(S m,n ) = N ∈S m,n Pλ(N ) being finite in accordance with [4] . Again, we have log C(S m,n ) as the minimax regret. We introduce a coding distribution that makes the counts independent. Because it lives on the whole space N m , it is suboptimal on each S m,n . Nevertheless, we show that it is nearly optimal for every S m,n with n not too different from a target n. Moreover, our simple coding distribution may be preferable to use computationally when m is large even if the sample size n were known in advance.
To produce our desired coding distribution we make use of some basic principles. One is that the multinomial family of distributions on counts matches the conditional distribution of N 1 , . . . , N m given the sum N when unconditionally the counts are independent Poisson. Another is the information theory principle [10] - [12] that the conditional distribution given a sum (or average) of a large number of independent random variables is approximately a product of distributions, each of which is the one closest in relative entropy to the unconditional distribution subject to an expectation constraint. This minimum relative entropy distribution is an exponential tilting of the unconditional distribution.
In the Poisson family with distribution λ N j j e −λ j /N j !, exponential tilting (multiplying by the factor e −a N j ) preserves the Poisson family (with the parameter scaled to λ j e −a ). Those distributions continue to correspond to the multinomial distribution (with parameters θ j = λ j /λ sum ) when conditioning on the sum of counts N. A particular choice of a = ln(λ sum /N) provides the product of Poisson distributions closest to the multinomial in regret. Here for universal coding, we find the tilting of individual maximized likelihood that makes the product of such closest to the Shtarkov's NML distribution. This greatly simplifies the task of approximate optimal universal compression and the analysis of its regret.
Indeed, applying the maximum likelihood step to a Poisson count k produces a maximized likelihood value of M(k) = k k e −k /k!. We call this maximized likelihood the Stirling ratio, as it is the quantity that Stirling's approximation shows near (2πk) −1/2 for k not too small. We find that this M(k) plays a distinguished role in universal large alphabet compression, even for sequences with small counts k. This measure M has a product extension to counts Although M has an infinite sum by itself, it is normalizable when tilted for every positive a. Our model for universal coding is to arrange i.i.d. counts, where the probability distribution for the N 1 , . . . , N m is given by what we call the tilted Stirling ratio distribution
for k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., with the normalizer Figure 1 illustrates how C a decreases with respect to a. For each k, the numerator (before normalizing by C a ) can be calculated by adding k log(1+1/k)−1−a to the previous one on the natural logarithm scale. The individual terms in C a behave like e −ak / √ k. So the series is exponentially convergent, and accurately computed by stopping at k large compared to 1/a.
The coding distribution we propose and analyze is simply the product of those tilted one-dimensional maximized Poisson likelihood distributions for a value of a we will specify later
By allowing description of all possible counts N j ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , m, our codelength will be greater for some strings than codelengths designed for the case of a given sum N = n. Nevertheless, with N distributed Poi sson(n), the probability of the outcome N = n is approximately
which is approximately 1 2 log 2πn bits to the description length beyond the value which would have been ideal log 1/Q a (N 1 , . . . , N m |N = n) if N = n were known. This ideal codelength constructed from the tilted maximized Poisson, when conditioning on n, matches the Shtarkov's normalized maximum likelihood based on the multinomial. Thus, Q a (N ) may also be used in construction of Shtarkov's NML distribution and its conditionals as explained in Section IV-C.
For small alphabet with m << n, the minimax regret is about 1 2 log n bits per free parameter (a total of m−1 2 log n + constant); and for large alphabet when m ∼ n and n = o(m), the minimax regret is about O(n) and n log m n respectively [4] , [5] , [13] , [14] . The additional 1 2 log n bits is a small price to pay for the sake of gaining the coding simplification and additional flexibility.
If it is known that the total count is n, then the regret is a simple function of n and the normalizer C a . The choice of the tilting parameter a * given by the moment condition E Q a m j =1 N j = n minimizes the regret over all positive a. This arises by differentiation because ∂ ∂a log C a is equal to −n/m log e. Moreover, a * depends only on the ratio between the size of the alphabet and the total count m/n. Figure 2 displays a * as a function of m/n solved numerically. These values can be stored. Given an alphabet with m symbols and a string generated of length n, one can look at the stored values and find the a * desired according to the m/n given, and then use the a * to encode.
If, however, the total count N is not given, then the decoder does not know the a * . We use a mixture of a to account for the lack of advance knowledge of N, and details are discussed in Section III-D.
When a is small, the tilting of the maximized Poisson likelihood distributions does not have much effect except in the tail of the distribution. Over most of the range of count values k it follows the approximate power-law 1/k 1/2 as we have indicated. Power-laws have been studied for count distributions and are shown to be related to Zipf's law for the sorted counts [15] . Our use of a distribution close to a power-law is not because a power-law is assumed to govern the data, but rather because of its near optimum regret properties within suitable set of counts, demonstrated here for the class of all Poisson count distributions, from which we obtain also its near optimality for the class of all multinomial distributions on counts.
An interesting suggestion from a reader is to simply use a count distribution that is proportional to 1/ √ k on {1 ≤ k ≤ n}, or equivalently proportional to 1/ √ 2πk on {1 ≤ k ≤ n}, with some provision for the k = 0 case. This would be reasonably successful, in a part of the m = o(n) regime, in those cases in which all but o(log n) of the counts are all large.
However, characteristic of large alphabet source coding is that there can be a large number of small counts. Certainly more than order log n and even up to order min {m, n}. For small counts (e.g. k = 0, 1, 2), the 1/ √ 2πk differs enough from the optimum k k e −k /k! (which exactly reproduces NML conditional on the sum) that the use of 1/ √ 2πk would be substantially sub-optimal in regret, while the k k e −k /k! distribution (with suitable modification) has near optimal regret properties for all large m and exact optimal regret properties conditionally.
Shtarkov studied the universal data compression problem and identified the exact pointwise minimax strategy [4] . He showed the asymptotic minimax lower bound for the regret is m−1 2 log n + O (1) , in which the parameter set is the m − 1 dimensional simplex of all probability vectors on an alphabet of size m. However, this strategy cannot be easily implemented for prediction or compression [4] , because of the computational inconvenience of computing the normalizing constant, and because of the difficulty in computing the successive conditionals required for implementation (by arithmetic coding). Let m * be the number of different symbols that appear in a sequence. Shtarkov [16] also pointed out that when m is large, it is typical that m * is much less than m, and the regret depends mainly on m * rather than m. Xie and Barron [5] , [17] gave an asymptotic minimax strategy for coding under both the expected and pointwise regret for fixed size alphabet, which is formulated by a modification of the mixture density using Jeffery's prior. The asymptotic value of both the redundancy and the regret are of the form [14] provided more precise asymptotics in these settings. They also calculated the minimax regret of a source model in which some symbol probabilities are fixed. Boucheron, Garivier, and Gassiat [19] focused on countably infinite alphabets with an envelope condition; they used an adapted strategy and gave upper and lower bounds for pointwise minimax regret. Later on Bontemps and Gassiat [20] worked on exponentially decreasing envelope class and provided a minimax strategy and the corresponding regret.
In this paper, we introduce a straightforward and easy to implement data model and associated method for large alphabet coding. The purpose is four-fold: first, by allowing the sample size to be variable, we are considering a larger class of distributions. This is a less restrictive assumption than presuming a particular length. But the method can also be used for fixed sample size coding and prediction. In addition to simple near optimal compression for the class of all strings of a given length, our method also provides natural extension to the conclusion of [19] and [20] .
Second, it unveils an information geometry of three key distributions/measures in the problem: the unnormalized maximum Poisson likelihood measure M m of the counts, the conditional distribution M cond of M m given the total count equals n, which matches Shtarkov's normalized maximum multinomial likelihood distribution, and a tilted distribution Q a , with the tilting parameter a chosen to make the expected total count equal to n. This tilted distribution Q a minimizes the relative entropy from the original measure M m within the class C of distributions with the moment condition E[N] = n. Hence, Q a is the information projection of M m onto C. Moreover, since M cond is also in C, the Pythagorean-like equality holds [10] , [21] , as verified also in Appendix C.
The case of a tilted distribution (the information projection) as an approximating conditional distribution is investigated in [12] and [11] . A difference here is that our unconditional measure M m is not normalizable. Thirdly, the strategy designed through an independent Poisson model and tilting is much easier to analyze and compute as compared to the strategies based on multinomials. The convenience is gained through independence. To actually apply this two pass code, one could first describe the independent counts N 1 , . . . , N m , for instance by arithmetic coding using P a (N j ), and then describe X 1 , . . . , X n given the counts, by arithmetic coding using the sequence of conditional distributions for X i+1 given both X 1 , . . . , X i and all the counts (which is the sampling without replacement distribution, proportional to the counts of what remains after step i ).
Finally, the fourth purpose for our Stirling ratio model is that, as we have said, conditioning on the total count N = n reproduces the Starkov normalized maximum likelihood distribution. Accordingly, as shown in Section IV-C, this method provides a computationally feasible way to exactly compute the Starkov conditionals required for minimax optimal compression.
An alternative to exponential tilting, if the source length n is given, is to use independent count distributions proportional to the Stirling ratio k k e −k /k! 1 {0≤k≤n} , in which we individually condition on N j ≤ n, j = 1, . . . , m, with no need for exponential tilting. We do not examine the regret properties of this alternative here. Nevertheless, we note that it retains the independence by conditioning on a square lattice of counts rather than the simplex condition of N 1 + N 2 + . . . + N m = n, while retaining exact agreement with NML, if one does do that further conditioning on the sum. So the modification of the Stirling ratio can be either by tilting or by this individual bounding of the counts. If the source length is not known to the receiver, the individual count bounding method would require that n be first described or that there be an agreed upon upper bound.
Tilting does not force a bound on the counts to be available and works well for a range of sample sizes. Moreover, there is the allowance of mixing across choices of a as explained in Section III-D.
This paper is organized in the following way. Section II introduces the model. Section III provides results on the regret for coding with our independent counts model. Section IV gives results for exact minimax coding by conditioning on the total count. Section V gives simulated and real data examples. And details of proof are left in the appendix.
II. THE POISSON MODEL
A Poisson model fits well into this problem. We have for
independently, and N also has a Poisson distribution
We know that the MLE for each λ j isλ j = N j , and the first term is a uniform distribution which does not depend on λ. So
where
If we use a distribution Q(N ) to code the counts, then the regret is log Pλ(X)
And the redundancy is
This method can also be applied to fixed total count scenario, which corresponds to the multinomial coding and prediction problem. Suppose N = n is given, the Poisson model, when conditioned on N = n, indeed reduces to the i.i.d sampling model
The right hand side is a discrete memoryless source distribution (i.i.d. P θ ) with probability specified by
The question left is still how to model the counts. The maximized likelihood (the same target as used by Shtarkov) is thus expressible as
Hereλ sum = n, hence the term 1 2 log 2πn is Stirling's approximation of log 1/Pλ sum (N = n) with a difference bounded by 1 12n log e by the Robbin's refinement [22] of the Stirling's approximation. The 1 2 log 2πn arises because here Q includes description of the total N while the more restrictive target regards it as given.
III. REGRET RESULTS CODING WITH INDEPENDENT COUNTS

A. Regret
We start by looking at the performance of using independent tilted Stirling ratio distributions as a coding strategy, by examining the regret.
Let S be any set of counts, then the maximized regret of using Q as a coding strategy given a class P of distributions when the vector of counts is restricted to S is
Theorem 1: Let P a be the distribution specified in Equation ( 
Let S m,n be the set of count vectors with total count n be defined as before, then
Let a * be the choice of a satisfying the following moment condition
Then a * is the minimizer of the regret in expression (4) . Write 
When n = o(m), the R m,n is near n log m ne in the following sense.
m(m−ne) . When n = bm, the R m,n = cm, where the constant c = a * b log e + log C a * , and a * is such that E P a N 1 = b.
Proof: The expression of the regret is from the definition. The fact that a * is the minimizer can be seen by taking partial derivative with respect to a of expression (4) . The upper bounds are derived by applying Lemma 1 in the appendix. Pick a = m/2n and use the first inequality, we get the upper bound for m = o(n) case; pick a = ln(m/ne) and use the second inequality, we have the upper bound for n = o(m). Here ln is the logarithm base e. The rest of the proof is left in Appendix B.
Remark 1: The regret depends only on the number of parameters m, the total counts n and the tilting parameter a. The optimal tilting parameter is given by a simple moment condition in Equation (5).
Remark 2: The regret R m,n is close to the minimax level in all three cases listed in Theorem 1. The main terms in the m = o(n) and n = o(m) cases are the same as the minimax regret given in [14] except the multiplier for log(ne/m) here is m/2 instead of (m − 1)/2 for the small m scenario. For the n = bm case, the R m,n is close to the minimax regret in [14] numerically.
Remark 3: In fact, the regret provides an upper bound for the redundancy. Recall that
Theorem 4 in Appendix D gives more detailed expression of the redundancy for using Q a . While there is a reduction of (m/2) log e bits as compared to the pointwise case, the error depends on the λ j 's. Nevertheless, expression (8) Proof: This can be easily seen by Equation (3).
B. Subset of Sequences With Partitioned Counts
One advantage of using the tilted Stirling ratio distributions is the flexibility of choosing tilting parameters. As mentioned in the introduction, the ratio m/n uniquely determines the optimal tilting parameter. In fact, different tilting parameters can be used for symbols to adjust for their relative importance in the alphabet. Here we consider a situation in which the empirical distribution has most probability captured by a small portion of the symbols. This happens when the sorted probability list is quite skewed.
The following theorem holds for strings with constraints on the sum of tail counts j >L N j = n f . Small remainder occurs in the following regret bound when n f/(m − L) and L/(n − n f ) are both small.
Theorem 2: Let S m,n, f,L be a subset of count vectors with the tail sum controlled by a value
Here L is a number between 0 and m.
The regret of using the tilted Stirling ratio distributions for count vectors in S m
The remainder is bounded below by r 1 and above by r 2 , where
and
The regret is the same for any N ∈ S m,n, f,L given a and b. That is,
Here P j denotes the class of j independent Poisson distributions and S j,k is the set of j independent Poisson counts with sum equal to k. In the above case, j = L or m − L, and
is given by the following conditions
This result can be derived by applying Inequality (6) and Inequality (7) 
The problem here is treated as two separate coding tasks, one for a small alphabet with L symbols having a total count n − n f , and the other for a large alphabet with m − L symbols with total count n f . The two main terms in expression (9) represent regret from coding the two subsets of symbols, with one set containing L symbols having relatively large counts, and each symbol induces 
C. Envelope Class
Besides a subset of strings, we can also consider subclass of distributions. Here we follow the definition of envelope class in [19] . Suppose P m, f is a class of distributions on 1, . . . , m with the symbol probability bounded above by an envelope function f , i.e.
Given the string length n, we know the count of each symbol follows a Poisson distribution with mean λ j = nθ j , j = 1, . . . , m. This transfers an envelope condition from the multinomial distribution to a Poisson distribution, the mean for which is restricted to the following set 
Proof: A tilted distribution with a = L/2n(1 −F(L)) will give the result. Details are left in Appendix E.
Remark 6: Here in order for r 3 to be small, the tail sum of the envelope functionF(L) needs to be small, although the upper bound holds for general envelope function f and L. This result is of the same order as the upper bound inf L:L≤n (L − 1)/2 log n + nF(L) log e + 2 given in [19] . The first main term in the bound given in Theorem 3 also matches the minimax regret given in [5] for an alphabet with L symbols and n(1 −F(L)) data points by Stirling's approximation, i.e.,
The extra (1/2) log(n(1 −F(L))e/L) is because the tilted distribution allows m free parameters instead of m − 1.
Remark 7:
The best choice of tilting parameters for envelope class only depends on the envelope function and the number of symbols L constituting the 'frequent' subset. Unlike the subset of strings case discussed before, neither the order of the counts nor which symbols are those with largest counts matters, all we need is an envelope function decaying fast enough when the symbol probabilities are arranged in decreasing order so that L is a small integer andF(L) is also not big.
D. Regret With Unknown Total Count
We know that a * depends on the value of the ratio η = m/n. However, when the total count is not known, we can use a mixture of tilted distributions Q(N ).
where h(a) = a + η log C a , with η = m/N. Here the upper end of the integrated area is due to Lemma 2. We have
For any realized non-negative total count N = k, the integrand is maximized at a * η with η = m/k, defined as solution to the Equation E P a N 1 = 1/η. And the integral can be approximated by the Laplace method [23] ,
where c = h (a)| a=a * η . Note that the above approximation provides the leading term in an asymptotic expansion of Q(N ). Given η fixed, the leading term approaches the integral as k goes to infinity.
Hence, the regret induced by Q(N ) is
The main part k(a * η +η log C a * η ) is the answer from Theorem 1 if we had known the sample size k in advance. By definition, since log C a is the cumulant generating function of the tilted Stirling ratio distribution. We plot Figure 3 .
E. Prediction
A sequence of conditional distributions for X i+1 given the past observations X 1 , . . . , X i for i < n provides a sequential prediction with cumulative log loss defined by
There are two natural ways of providing this sequence of conditionals. One is to get the conditionals from the full joint distribution P n , which is horizon dependent as mentioned above. It produces cumulative log loss prediction regret precisely the same as the regret of using Q a for data compression. The other is by using the sequence of distributions P i+1 (X 1 , . . . , X i+1 ), i < n, called sequential NML [24] . The sequential prediction distribution P i+1 (X i+1 = x|X 1 , . . . , X i ) is proportional to P i+1 (X 1 , . . . , X i , X i + 1 = x) and accordingly simplifies to
Note that the prediction rule does not involve a. Previous study by Shtarkov [4] shows that it is approximately proportional for large N x to the N x + 1/2 rule of the LaplaceJeffreys Dri chlet (1/2, . . . , 1/2) update rule (also called the Krichevski-Trofimov rule). Yet it differs importantly from the Laplace-Jeffreys rule for small counts N x .
However, when using two tilting parameters to adjust for relative importance of symbols within an alphabet, for example, Q a,b in Section III-B, the predictive distribution does depend on b, i.e.,
Hence, all symbols beyond L are discounted by an extra fact of e −b when predicted by this rule.
IV. RESULTS CODING CONDITIONED ON N = n A. Conditioning on n and Convolutions of P a
To account for strings of arbitrary length, our coding strategy Q a assigns a probability distribution to all finite length strings. However, when considering strings of a known length, we are interested to see what the distribution looks like conditioning on a particular number n.
Let N n denote any count vector in S m,n , and N n x denote the x's component of N n , where x ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Also, let M mul be the multi nomi al(n, θ) maximized likelihood. We have
In Equation (10), the factor of difference between the independent coding distribution Q a (N n ) and the Shtarkov NML is the factor Q a (S m,n ). This is the probability of the event that the sum N 1 + N 2 + . . . + N m equals n, when the individual counts are independent according to the tilted Stirling ratio distribution P a . As such it is equal to the m-fold convolution of P a which we also denote by P m a (n). This is the distribution on the sample size induced by P a .
Taking logs, we see that the difference between the unconditional and conditional codelengths is given by log(1/P m a (n)). This is the amount by which the unconditional code differs from the Starkov minimax optimal code. One sees in Equation (10) that the relationship with the minimax optimal code holds for all a ≥ 0. The choice of a * to minimize the coding regret of log 1/Q a (N ) is the same as the choice maximizing P m a (n), i.e. minimizing the difference between the unconditional codelength and the Starkov codelength.
Up to a specified n, the convolution P m a (k), for 0 ≤ k ≤ n, can be evaluated recursively in m, started with P 1 a (k) = P a (k), and iterating the evaluations
for k = 0, 1, . . . , n. Each such update requires k multiply and adds of stored values for k = 0, 1, . . . , n, which is n(n + 1)/2 such operations. So a total of mn(n + 1)/2 operations provide computation of P m a (k) for 0 ≤ k ≤ n. In accordance with the relationship between our conditional distribution and Starkov's normalized maximum likelihood, this convolution provides a computationally feasible approach to evaluation of the Starkov normalizing constant C * m,n . Indeed it is seen that for any a ≥ 0,
an n! n n e n . We shall see in Subsection IV-C that evaluations of the convolutions P m a for 0 ≤ m ≤ m also permits evaluations of the conditionals required for implementation of the minimax optimal code.
B. Two Pass Codes
The coding distribution can be implemented by a two pass code. The first pass codes the counts and then the second pass codes the string given the counts. For the coding of the counts an arithmetic code is constructed using either the tilted Stirling ratio distribution (this is the easiest to implement since this distribution makes the counts independent) or we use the distribution conditioned on the counts. Details for computation of the required conditional probabilities are in the next subsection and associated details of arithmetic coding of the counts are in Appendix G.
Then, for the second pass, use an arithmetic code again to code the string given the counts. This distribution of the string given the counts is again to code the string given the counts. The distribution of the string given the counts is uniform for all strings with the given counts. To implement arithmetic coding, one uses the conditional probability for x less than or equal to the observed X i+1 given its past and the counts, i.e. < x i+1 |X 1 , . . . , X i , (N 1 , . . . , N m ) ), and
P (X i+1
and generally let N j,i be the count of the number of occurrence of j in X 1 , . . . , X i , then the remaining counts are N rem j,i = N j − N j,i , and
. This is the consequence of the distribution of X 1 , . . . , X n given N 1 , . . . , N m being uniform on the set of strings with these counts. (It is in accordance with the theory of sampling without replacement that arises with this conditioning.) These two pass codes make possible computationally feasible coding of exact or approximate minimax optimal codes. The simpler approximate minimax coding has desirable regret properties in the regime of m ∼ n and n = o(m) as well as m = o(n). Alternatively, the one pass Krichevsky-Trofimov [8] sequential coding rule, which is the Laplace posterior update rule with respect to the Diri chlet (1/2, . . . , 1/2) prior, can also be used for m = o(n). What we propose here is a simple scheme that achieves nearly minimal regret in all situations. And its implementation is simple due to the independence of the coding distribution of the counts. Computation complexity for the codes is O(m log n + n log mn) as explained in Appendix G. Conditioning to provide the exact minimax strategy adds an additional (m + n) log mn bits to compute the conditionals, and an additional complexity of order mn 2 to compute the convolutions of P a . (The latter can be precomputed once off-line and stored so as to not increase the time complexity in repeated coding thereafter.) We explain more about the conditional distributions required to implement the exact minimax strategy here below in Subsection IV-C.
C. Computing Shtarkov's Distribution Using Q a Conditionals
Exact minimax compression is regarded as challenging because of the potential difficulty with the Shtarkov joint distribution in computing either the conditional distribution of X i given X 1 , . . . , X i−1 for observations i ≤ n or the conditional distribution of the counts N j given N 1 , . . . , N j −1 for symbol indices j ≤ m. Here we show how to overcome this difficulty working with the counts.
We have seen that, when n is given, the Shtarkov joint distribution Q nml (N 1 , . . . , N m ) of the counts is the same as the Q a joint distribution of N 1 , . . . , N m , conditioned on N 1 + . . . + N m = n. Consequently, it holds for every value of a ≥ 0 that
for each j = 1, 2, . . . , m. By the rules of probability this is the ratio
Next use that Q a makes the N j independent with distribution P a and that the sums N j +1 + . . .+ N m have distribution P m− j a obtained by the m − j fold convolution of P a . Canceling common factors the above ratio is simply
Thus computation of the Shtarkov conditionals reduces to this ratio involving the P m a for 1 ≤ m ≤ m, precomputed by convolution. Note that the dependence on n j is only in the numerator and that the denominator is simply the sum of the numerator for n j in the range between 0 and n − (n 1 + . . . + n j −1 ), in accordance with the rules of convolution. This identity for the Shtarkov conditionals is valid for any a ≥ 0. Note that when a = 0, the numerator and denominator are not probability distributions since C a equals infinity, but the C a terms cancel out through conditioning and the equality still holds.
For numerical stability (to avoid ratios of very small numbers) it is advantageous to choose a = a * for which the denominator is large. This a * may be evaluated at m/n. The choice maximizing the denominator at step j is a * evaluated at (m − j + 1)/(n − (n 1 + . . . + n j −1 )).
We note here that when conditioning on the count sum n, the results are unchanged if the tilted Stirling ratio distribution is restricted to the set {0 ≤ k ≤ n}. This is because in the convolution calculation of P m a (k) in Equation (11), the index k is only needed for 0 ≤ k ≤ n. Truncating the distribution at n would change the normalizer, though, as we have said, the normalizer cancels out in the conditional distribution.
V. APPLICATION
A. Simulation
Theorem 2 indicates we could optimize L to save coding cost when the ordered counts are skewed. We look at the performance of the tilted Stirling ratio distribution for algebraically decreasing counts with simulated data. The alphabet is partitioned into two subsets -the frequent symbols and the infrequent ones. The tilting parameter is chosen approximately Fig. 4 . Regret of using tilted Stirling ratio distribution for algebraically decreasing counts. according to the ratio of the number of symbols in a subset and their total count. The regret of assigning different number of symbols as 'frequent' (L) is shown in Fig. 4 . We can see that more skewness pushes the optimizing L smaller. Figure 5 shows the upper bound of the minimax regret in Theorem 3 for an algebraically decreasing envelope class.
B. Real Data
We also provide an example of using the tilted Stirling ratio distribution to code Chinese literature. The target book is an ancient collection of poems named , translated as the Classic of Poetry. It is the existing earliest collection of Chinese poetry and dates from the 10th to 7th centuries BC [25] . The book is downloaded freely from http://wenku.baidu.com/. Since many ancient words are rarely used today, the encoding is done in GB18030 [26] , the largest Chinese coded character set. It contains 70244 characters, among which 2889 appear in the book with a total character count 39161. There are 792 characters appear once and 479 appear twice. The smallest regret happens at L = 2889 which is the total number of characters appear. 
VI. DISCUSSION
We have introduced the use of independent tilted maximized Poisson likelihood distributions (also here called tilted Stirling ratio distributions) Q a for coding the counts of sequences of independently distributed random variables. The performance of the coding distribution is close to the minimax level. Actually, the difference between the regret and the minimax level is the probability assigned to the set with the observed total count by the tilted distribution with the optimal tilting parameter, i.e.
R(M cond
The optimal tilting parameter a * minimizes the difference among all possible a. Since M cond reproduces the Shtarkov's NML distribution for the multinomial family of distributions on counts, it is the exact pointwise minimax strategy. As shown in this paper, our findings about the regret produced by the distribution Q a , taken together with earlier work [4] , [5] , [14] , [18] , show that the difference is no larger than about log n in small alphabet case, and about 1 2 log n for moderate or large alphabets. The probability Q a (S m,n ) is the probability distribution for the total count N evaluated at N = n as induced by our distribution Q a . Further analysis could be done to characterize this distribution of the total count more precisely. Proof:
The integrand is smaller than u
Fact 2: For any a > 0,
Note that f (t) = t
2 e −at is convex in t, so we have
Then we only need to show the latter is upper bounded by f (k)e −1/12k . This can be done by proving the following inequality.
for each k ≥ 1 and a > 0. Check that the left hand side is increasing in k, its value goes up to 1 + e −a which is not larger than the right hand side for every a ≥ 0. Therefore, Inequality (13) follows.
Lemma 1 (Bounds for C a ): For any a > 0, the following bounds hold for C a
The argument to prove the upper bounds is analogous to Fact 2. Indeed,
Here (a) is by Robbins' refinement of Stirling's approximation where
. The sum can be bounded by a gamma integral, so
Also, following expression (16), C a has the following lower bound.
Here again
, and Inequality (b) is due to Fact 2 and Inequality (c) is by Fact 1.
Note that Inequality (14) is good for small a. For a moderately large a (a > 0.2), the following upper bound is better.
Lemma 2: For any a
. We prove the upper bound by consider a within two different intervals. First, if
where (a) is an upper bound by Stirling's approximation. Both sums in the last expression can be upper bounded by a gamma integral, and k * 1/2 e −ak * is no larger than the maximum of the unnormalized Gamma(3/2, 1/a) density, which is achieved at 1/(2a). Hence, we have the following upper bound for expression (17) .
Using this upper bound for C a , we could prove an upper bound for the expected value.
The lower bound for the denominator in (b) is attributed to Lemma 1. A little algebra can show that term (A) is not larger than 1 when a is restricted to (0, e(
we have arg max k≥1 k 1/2 e −ak = 1. Using Stirling's approximation and split the sum into k = 1 and k > 1, we have
where (c) is because the sum ∞ k=2 k 1/2 e −ak is bounded above by the integral ∞ 1 t 1/2 e −at dt, and the difference between 1 0 t 1/2 e −at dt and e −a (value of k 1/2 e −ak at k = 1) is less than 1 2 e −a due to the concavity of t 1/2 e −at to the left of 1/2a. By this upper bound for the numerator and Lemma 1 again,
Term (B) is not larger than 1 because
for all a.
For the lower bound,
Here Inequality (d) is because term (C) is above 1. Hence, the upper bound is deduced.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof: It remains to show the two lower bounds in expression (6) and (7). In both cases we need a lower bound for na * log e + m log C a * , and we do it by lower bounding a * and C a * , respectively. Letã = m 2n .
• Bounds for a * We know a * is the solution for the following equation.
By Lemma 2, we have
Since C a is decreasing in a, we have
For any j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, and a > 0, we have
Here (a) is attributed to Inequality (14), step (b) is by Stirling's approximation, and
then the numerator of expression (20) can be lower bounded by
Taking the integral from 0 to ∞ and subtracting the part from 0 to k 1 yields the lower bound
. By the above calculation, we have a lower bound for the expectation under the tilting distribution. For a * ,
Arranging the terms, we have
Here (c) is because a * ≤ã by Inequality (19) . So,
By Taylor expansion, this is no smaller thañ
When m = o(n), rã is the leading term, so
As a result,
Hence we get Inequality (6).
The above lower bound works when a * is small (i.e., when m is small compared to n), yet when it is large, the following bound is better. Let a 0 = ln m ne . From Lemma 2,
Thus, na * log e ≥ na 0 log e = n log m ne
• Bounds for C a * Now we want to lower bound C a * . Recall Inequality (18), let term (C) be defined as
We have
It gives
By definition,
By Stirling's approxmation, the numerator of s a is bounded above.
where (d) is because (1 + 1 l ) l is bounded above by e for each l > 0. We know ∞ l=1 le −al (1 − e −a ) is equal to the expectation of a geometric random variable with success probability 1 − e −a , which equals to 1/(1 − e −a ) − 1. And ∞ l=1 e −al (1 − e −a ) = e −a . Hence, Equation (23) Multiply (1 − e −a * ) 2 on both the numerator and denominator of the second term, we have the above expression equal to
− 2)e −a * − e −2a *
e −a * (2 − e −a * ) e −(a * +1)
− 2)e −a * − e −2a * e √ 2π
The denominator of the second term is lower bounded by 1 since 0 < e −a * < 1. Therefore,
The last inequality is due to Inequality (21) . Now, using Inequality (22), we have
where c 1 = 2e 2 / √ 2π − 1. From this lower bound on C * a and using a 0 = log m ne , we derive that
Therefore, Inequality (7) follows. N j = α}.
for all Q ∈ C α . In particular, we have
Therefore, equality (2) stands. This is similar to what has been shown in [10] , [11] , and [12] . Theorem 0 says the tilted distribution is closest to the original distribution in relative entropy among all distributions with the expected value of a function equal to α. Hence it is the redundancy minimizing distribution over the class of distributions with a given moment condition. Note that D(Q||M m ) and D(Q a ||M m ) could be negative since M m is not a probability measure, but D(Q||Q a ) ≥ 0 for all Q ∈ C α .
Proof: For any Q ∈ C α and m ≥ 1,
Here ( (
Moreover, the minimizer of the redundancy is a * , with a * chosen by making E P a N 1 = λ sum /m.
When m = o(λ sum ), term (A) satisfies the following inequality
When λ sum = o(m), term (A) satisfies the following inequality
Remark 8: The expression (A) for the redundancy agrees with the regret a * λ sum log e + m log C a * except for the − m 2 log e. This difference is due to the difference in the numerator in which the expected log P λ (·) is used in the redundancy, and log Pλ(·) is used in regret. Here the expected difference E log Pλ(·) P λ (·) is shown to be near − m 2 log e. A similar phenomenon occurs in [27] .
Proof: The first part of the proof follows Lemma 3 in [5] , and the second part resembles the proof of Theorem 1.
Following Lemma 3 in [5] , by Taylor's expansion, for each j ,
We also know by Jensen's inequality that
Hence,
And by Inequality (30) in [5] ,
The fact that a * is the minimizer can be easily seen by taking partial derivative with respect to a for the redundancy expression (26) . The two inequalities are attributed to Lemma 1, by picking a = m/(2λ sum ) and a = ln(m/λ sum e) respectively.
APPENDIX E PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Proof: The MLE for an envelope class is the followinĝ
where ∧ denotes the minimum.
We formulate a tilted distribution by multiplying the exponential tilting factor e −a N j for each j ∈ {1, . . . , m} and normalize it.
Again, a * minimizes expression (27) . For each j and any positive a,
The sum only depends on the envelope function f ( j ) for given a and j .
Hence we have,
The second inequality is due to Lemma 1. However, if n f ( j ) is small, the following upper bound is better. For N j ≤ n f ( j ) ,
For the second partial sum, we also have
Deduce,
Hence for any given a, j and L ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, the following upper bound holds.
, the result follows.
Term (A) equals to the distribution of the count vector N n conditioning on its total equal to n through expression (10) . Hence, it suffices to check whether the rest equals to 1. This is obviously not true, since term (C) equals
N n x N n x which depends on the specific value of the count vector N n , while the ratio M m (S m,n )/M m (S m,n+1 ) is a constant given m and n. Hence the P n 's are not compatible.
APPENDIX G COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY
The computations of arithmetic coding ingredients of the two pass codes are examined. One sees that each step involves at most order n log m or order m log n bits operations. For some steps of computation log factors of computation may be possible to avoid, but we will not belabor such reductions. Moreover, we quantify the additional cost of the Shtarkov code (conditional on n) compared to the code that makes the counts i.i.d.
As a preliminary step the counts are calculated for each symbol, and we flag which symbols have positive counts. (Recall that m * denotes the number of symbols with positive counts). The data are initially in the form of n observations X 1 , . . . , X n of symbols X i stored in binary, log m bits each. Initializing the m counts at 0, in one pass through the data increment by one the count addressed by each of the observed X i , for i = 1, . . . , n. This entails n log m binary operations (counting addressing as log m).
As we have said the first pass is to code the counts either by using the tilted Stirling ratio distribution or by using the exact minimax distribution obtained by conditioning on n.
Let's examine the first pass using the tilted Stirling ratio distribution by arithmetic coding [28] - [30] . The essence of this encoding is the iterative calculation of the cumulative probabilities to the left of N 1 , . . . , N j , for j = 1, . . . , m. As discussed the probabilities P a (i ) for i = 1, . . . , n have been precomputed. Each can be accessed from memory with a logn bits address. Likewise for the cumulative marginal probabilities defined by P cum a,
It is only at the flagged symbols with positive counts that the cumulative probability needs to be updated. So these updates to the cumulative probabilities performs only m * ≤ min{n, m} multiplication and addition operations, and the associated bit complexity is at most min{n, m} log n.
Meanwhile the joint probabilities Q j a (N 1 , . . . , N j ) used here are products of P a (N 1 ) through P a (N j ) for j = 1, . . . , m. These can be computed by updates in which for j = 1, . . . , m − 1 we multiply by P a (N j +1 ) for the next iteration (again accessed using log n bits operations). All of these factors, even those where the counts are 0, are needed to get the proper partial products. So this is an order m log n operation if performed this way. Here the m may be reduced to m * ≤ min{m, n} if we only encode the flagged positive counts (this would entail computations using the conditional distribution given the set of positive counts which we do not explore here).
One sees that the core of the arithmetic coding is the use of updates based on the n stored P a (i ) and their associated P cum a,1 (k). Here we have focused on the mathematical essence. As explained in [29] and [30] practical implementation requires careful additional computation to avoid underflow. This involves computing also the cumulatives including the current (N 1 , . . . , N (N 1 , . . . , N j ) are zeros). These rescalings are repeated whenever there is such agreement. A related matter we are not addressing here in detail is the number of bits of precision with which the P a (i ) (and their products and cumulatives) are to be computed, remarking only that the final number of bits of the P cum a,m should be of the order of the length of the code which is log 1/Q m a (N 1 , . . . , N m ). The second pass is to use arithmetic coding to encode the string X 1 , . . . , X n given the counts N 1 , . . . , N m . Note that being given the counts for the symbols ordered as 1, . . . , m provides a sorted list of the observed symbols with repeats counted. Initialize with P (X 1 |N 1 , . . . , N m ) = N X 1 /n, which is evaluated at X 1 . The corresponding cumulative probability to the left of X 1 is
where L X 1 is the count of symbols to the left of X 1 . For the next step, the relevant counts are for X 2 , . . . , X n . Accordingly we decrease the count of N X 1 and decrease the cumulative counts L x for all x > X 1 . Then for i ≥ 1, having decreased by 1 the counts N rem X i and the cumulative counts L rem x for x > X i , we proceed to set the conditional probability of the next symbol given the past and the counts (as given in Subsection IV-B) to be the relative frequency of x in the remaining string Prob (X i+1 |X 1 , . . . , X i , (N 1 , . . . , N m ) = N X i+1 − N X i+1 ,i . And this associate cumulative conditional probability to the left of X i+1 is F − (X i+1 |X 1 , . . . , X i , (N 1 , . . . , N m ) which requires the position of X i+1 in the sorted list of the remaining symbols. This requires log n computation time for each symbol. Therefore, the computation complexity is O(n log n). Again, these calculations are scaled at each step as in Pasco [29] or Rissanen and Langdon [30] to avoid underflow or overflow. In a nutshell, the total computational complexity for this two pass code is O (m log n + n log mn).
For implementation of Shtarkov's code, this can be computed in similar fashion, by two pass arithmetic coding using the distribution conditional on N = n. What is different is the first pass arithmetic code for the counts, where in place of the P a (i ) the updates use the conditional probability distribution for the count for symbol j +1 expressed (as shown in Subsection IV-C) by 
Adding these on step j for i < N j +1 produces the conditional cumulatives Q cum nml (N j +1 |N 1 , . . . , N j , N = n) which replace P cum a,1 (N j +1 ) in the code update. Likewise multiplying by this at i = N j +1 updates the otherwise elusive joint probabilities Q nml (N 1 , . . . , N j |N = n).
As before we assume the values of P m a (k) for m = 1, . . . , m and k = 0, . . . , n have been precomputed and stored. So a main difference between the conditional and unconditional distribution codes is that in this conditional case we have a storage of size mn for these P m a (k) rather than size n for the P 1 a (k). Accessing these entails log mn bit addressing. Computing the above conditional probabilities for i = 0, . . . , N j +1 is then 1 + N j +1 operations, which sum across j to be order m + n operations on these values. So the total additional cost is only of order (m + n) log mn above the value using the independent distribution. Xiao Yang received her M.A. and Ph.D. in statistics from Yale University. Her research interests include statistical information theory, universal data compression, data mining and statistical learning methods, and natural language processing. She currently works as a data scientist at Apple Inc, Cupertino.
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